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HISTORY IN A GLASS 
The Nonino family is famous in the world for their grappas. And now an international 

acknowledgement celebrates heir distillates. 

 

By MARTINA D’AMICO 
 

It is one of the flagships of Italian excellence and on January 28th, 2020 it won, in San Francisco, 

the 20th Edition of the Wine Enthusiast Wine Star Awards, the prize Spirit Brand/Distiller of the 

Year 2019. The most important international acknowledgement dedicated to wine and spirits 

certifies the Nonino Distillery in Percoto, in the province of Udine (grappanonino.it), as the best of 

the year. Grazia has reached Cristina Nonino, in charge of artisanal distillation and Trade and 

Marketing Manager of the family brand in Italy.  

 

How important was this prize for you?  

«It was like receiving a cascade of pure energy to do even better and more and more. It is the first 

time in twenty years that an Italian distillery and a grappa brand has been awarded. My family is 

crazy with love for grappa and for the art of artisanal distillation and we manage to combine the 

secrets of tradition with innovation and research».  

 

How was The Legendary Grappa Nonino born?  

«In 1897 my great grandfather Orazio began the art of grappa production, but my parents were 

the winning couple: my father Benito, a great expert of distillation, and my mother Giannola, who 

has an innate gift for communication, revolutionized the system of producing and presenting 

grappa in Italy and in the world, creating the Monovitigno®». 

 

Now there are also you, the three sisters.  

«My parents have always allowed each of us to work in the family business according to our own 

inclination. Today there is also my daughter Francesca, who deals with digital communication. And 

she won't be the last, since the other granddaughters are also growing up».  

 

Is there a contemporary way to taste grappa?  

«I created the Nonino GingerSpirit, a ginger distillate, earning a "Brava!" from my father, and we 

are spreading grappa in the cocktail world thanks to great mixologist bartenders, the experts drink 

mixing, who no longer renounce this very pure ingredient».  

 

HERE, CRISTINA NONINO. TOP, FROM LEFT: CRISTINA, GIANNOLA, FRANCESCA, CRISTINA’S DAUGHTER, 

BENITO, ELISABETTA AND ANTONELLA. BELOW: BENITO, CRISTINA, ANTONELLA AND ELISABETTA NONINO 

DURING A PHASE OF DISTILLATION. RIGHT: ONE OF THE AGING CELLARS UNDER SEAL 


